
CONTENT CHANNELS

NEWS
Keep your viewers up to date with all the top headlines from around the world. Digichief News includes a 
number of different categories including US, International, Sports, Business, Entertainment and more.

Digichief headlines and images are from 
leading news services in the country. 

TOP NEWS
Keep your network up to date with all the 
happenings around the world, including US, 
International news, updated all throughout the 
day.  

FILTERING
All feed services are filtered for objectionable 
material, including the ability to supply custom 
keyword filtering. 

SOFT NEWS
Hand-selected, and pre-screen news and 
images including House & Home, 
Entertainment, Health & Well-Being, and 
Travel and Tourism. 

IMAGES
Images can be provided as JPG, PNG in 16x9 
as well as HTML5 templates as 16x9 or 9x16. 

MULTIPLE FORMATS
Digichief provides many different options for 
your headline content, including XML, RSS, 
MediaRSS, JSON, and HTML5.
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NEWS CATEGORY LIST

DIGICHIEF NEWS CATEGORIES
ALLSTORIES Composite file of all stories, all categories.

BUSINESS All matters concerning the planning, production and exchange of wealth.

ENTERTAINMENT Top stories in the world of entertainment

GENERAL General Top News Stories.

HEALTH All aspects pertaining to the physical and mental welfare of human beings.

INTERNATIONAL Top news stories from around the world.

NEW2STORIES Composite file of top 2 stories from each category.

NEWSTORIES Composite file of one story from each category

POLITICAL
Local, regional, national and international exercise of power and the 
relationship between governing bodies and states.

SCIENCE
All aspects pertaining to human understanding of nature and the physical 
world.

SPORTS Top sports stories from around the globe.

STRANGE Off beat, quirky news.

TECHNOLOGY Focuses on the development and application of knowledge

USNEWS Top Headlines from the United States. 

DIGICHIEF NEWS FILTERING
SERVER LEVEL: 
Digichief employs keyword filtering on the server level for all categories of news. Over the years, we 
have identified and accumulated a series of words, or phrases that some may find objectionable.   Any 
headline containing one of the identified words, will automatically be discarded.  

CUSTOM FILTERING: 
As an option, Digichief can also provide custom filtering based on a user-submitted list of key words. 
When implemented, your customer file will contain an alternate XML or RSS directories with the 
following names:

https://silo.digichief.com/CustomerIdentifier/NEWSII/XML-Filtered/

https://silo.digichief.com/CustomerIdentifier/NEWSII/RSS-Filtered/

Please contact us for more information on this process.



DIGICHIEF XML STRUCTURE
<Sports> Category

<news> Content Type

<category>Sports</category> Category

<title>Matt Harvey rejoins Mets, apologizes for skipping game</

title>

Short Title, can be used for teaser or when space is a 

concern on your display

<item>Matt Harvey has rejoined the New York Mets after serving 
his three-day suspension for skipping a game last weekend.</
item>

Longer Description of the story.  Longer description with 

more details on the story.

<abstract>Matt Harvey has rejoined the New York Mets after 
serving his three-day suspension for skipping a game last 
weekend. He is apologizing to his teammates and to fans, saying 
he made a mistake and is embarrassed by his behavior. He says he 
understands why people are mad at him and why the Mets 
punished him.</abstract>

Long form Abstract synopsis, typically runs under 500 

characters

<story>http://silo.digichief.com/MRSS/NewsII/XMLStories/Sports-

BBNMetsHarvey.xml</story>
Absolute URL to full story text

<image_800X600>./Images/800X600/

dd8782bf1c0147fe9cbcd73324bd4033.jpg</image_800X600>

Relative path to 800x600 images. Not all stories will have 

images, thus this link may not be populated. Images are 

available as jpg or pngs

<image_1280X720>./Images/1280X720/

dd8782bf1c0147fe9cbcd73324bd4033.jpg</image_1280X720>

Relative path to 1280x720 images. Not all stories will have 

images, thus this link may not be populated

<image_1920X1080></image_1920X1080>
Relative path to 1920x1080 images. Not all stories will 

have images, thus this link may not be populated

<image_caption_desc>./Images-Captions/1280X720/

dd8782bf1c0147fe9cbcd73324bd4033.jpg</

image_caption_desc>

Relative path to 1280x720 images that have headline 

overlay. Not all stories will have images, thus this link may 

not be populated

<image_caption_desc_1920X1080>./Images-Captions/

1920X1080/dd8782bf1c0147fe9cbcd73324bd4033.jpg</

image_caption_desc_1920X1080>

Relative path to 1920x1080 images that have headline 

overlay. Not all stories will have images, thus this link may 

not be populated

<_datetime>2017-05-09T16:11:34-04:00</_datetime> Date and time

<srcid>42207-8e503bb171a04d0080bdcad4e875182f</srcid> Used for Internal Management

<srcguid>8e503bb171a04d0080bdcad4e875182f</srcguid> Used for Internal Management

 <managementid>c4aa887d5bf047be88e952df84a23b3d</

managementid>
Used for Internal Management

</news>
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IMAGES:  
• Some news headlines will not include an associated image. 
• Images come to us in many different sizes and aspects. We then automatically choose the image that comes 

closes to filing the raster of the given image size. However, many times you will see black side bars. 

UPDATE INTERVALS:  Headlines and Images are updated throughout the day as the news happens. Based on 
the editorial workflow we have recorded, you’ll find many more stories delivered early each morning. Digichief 
checks for news stories periodically each hour, and then disseminates to our feed.


